
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Which of the following is correct about Red Rice? 
a. Its rice rich in Iron. 
b. Its majorly growly in Brahmaputra Valley 
c. Both a & b 
d. None of the above 

Answer: C 

Iron rich ‘red rice’ is grown in the Brahmaputra valley of Assam, without the 
use of any chemical fertilizer.The rice variety is referred to as ‘Bao-dhaan’, 
which is an integral part of Assamese food.Much like brown rice and white 
rice, red rice also comes with many incredible health benefits. 

Due to the presence of a component called anthocyanin, this rice is usually 
consumed either partially hulled or unhulled.Red rice derives this eye-
grabbing colour from this component and has much more nutrient value as 
compared to other varieties of rice. 

2. Which of the following is helpline number is meant for? 

a. All train travel related queries 

b. Medical assistance 

c. Meal booking 

d. All the above 

Answer: D 

The railways on Monday announced the integration of all railway helplines into 

a single number -- 139, for all train travel related queries and complaints, 

including speaking with a call centre executive, security and medical assistance, 

fare enquiry, meal booking, and status of complaints. 

“To overcome the inconvenience over multiple helpline numbers for grievances 

and enquiry during railway travel, Indian Railways has integrated all railway 
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helplines into single number 139 (Rail Madad Helpline) for quick grievance 

redressal and enquiry during the journey,” the Ministry of Railways said 

 

3. Which of the following express train had women in all-crew in charge? 

a. Gol Gumbaz Express 

b. Rani chennamma Express 

c. Nizamuddin Express 

d. Tirupati Express 

Answer: A 

An all-woman crew was in charge of the Gol Gumbaz Express which was flagged 

off from the city station on Monday. 

This was part of the International Women’s Day celebrations by the South 

Western Railways which also formed a women power chain to mark the 

occasion. 

The loco pilot and the assistant loco pilot, guard, ticket checking staff and 

security personnel on duty on the Mysuru-Bengaluru stretch of the journey were 

women and this was to underscore the commitment of the railways to create a 

gender equal workforce to achieve all round development of the organisation. 

 

4. Who appointed ‘MANDAL COMMISSION’? 

a. Prime Minister Morarji Desai  

b. Prime Minister Indira Gandhi 

c. Prime Minister Jawahar lal Nehru 

d. None of the Above 

Answer: A 

The Mandal Commission, or the Socially and Educationally Backward Classes 

Commission (SEBC), was established in India on 1 January 1979 by the Janata 

Party government under Prime Minister Morarji Desai with a mandate to 

"identify the socially or educationally backward classes" of India. It was headed 

by the late B.P. Mandal an Indian parliamentarian, to consider the question of 

reservations for people to redress caste discrimination, and used eleven social, 

economic, and educational indicators to determine backwardness. 
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5. Deals for 30 Armed Drones and 6 Advanced Submarines for India is under 

process with which Country? 

a. UK 

b. France 

c. Germany 

d. USA 

Answer: D 

Multi-billion deals for 30 armed drones from the U.S. and six advanced 

submarines under Project-75I are likely to be taken by the Defence Acquisition 

Council (DAC) in April for approval, a government official said. 

“All the procedures have been completed and the deals are likely to be taken up 

at the next meeting of the DAC for approval,” the official said. “There is no DAC in 

March, the next one is scheduled in April-2021.” 
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